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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The beloved author of The Handmaid’s Tale
reimagines Shakespeare’s final, great play, The Tempest, in a gripping and
emotionally rich novel of passion and revenge. “A marvel of gorgeous yet economical
prose, in the service of a story that’s utterly heartbreaking yet pierced by humor, with a
plot that retains considerable subtlety even as the original’s back story falls neatly into
place.”—The New York Times Book Review Felix is at the top of his game as artistic
director of the Makeshiweg Theatre Festival. Now he’s staging aTempest like no other:
not only will it boost his reputation, but it will also heal emotional wounds. Or that was
the plan. Instead, after an act of unforeseen treachery, Felix is living in exile in a
backwoods hovel, haunted by memories of his beloved lost daughter, Miranda. And
also brewing revenge, which, after twelve years, arrives in the shape of a theatre
course at a nearby prison. Margaret Atwood’s novel take on Shakespeare’s play of
enchantment, retribution, and second chances leads us on an interactive, illusionridden journey filled with new surprises and wonders of its own. Praise for Hag-Seed
“What makes the book thrilling, and hugely pleasurable, is how closely Atwood hews to
Shakespeare even as she casts her own potent charms, rap-composition included. . . .
Part Shakespeare, part Atwood, Hag-Seed is a most delicate monster—and that’s
‘delicate’ in the 17th-century sense. It’s delightful.”—Boston Globe “Atwood has
designed an ingenious doubling of the plot of The Tempest: Felix, the usurped director,
finds himself cast by circumstances as a real-life version of Prospero, the usurped
Duke. If you know the play well, these echoes grow stronger when Felix decides to
exact his revenge by conjuring up a new version of The Tempest designed to
overwhelm his enemies.”—Washington Post “A funny and heartwarming tale of revenge
and redemption . . . Hag-Seed is a remarkable contribution to the canon.”—Bustle
Clear and to the point, Monarch Notes provide students and interested readers with an
excellent supplement for the understanding and appreciation of the world's great
writing. Each volume helps the reader to encounter the original work more fully by
placing it in historical context, focusing on the important aspects of the text, and posing
key questions. Monarch Notes include: Background on the author and the work -Detailed plot summary -- Character analysis -- Major themes in the work -- Critical
reception of the work -- Questions and model answers -- Guides for further study.
This major new complete edition of Shakespeare's works combines accessibility with
the latest scholarship. Each play and collection of poems is preceded by a substantial
introduction that looks at textual and literary-historical issues. The texts themselves
have been scrupulously edited and are accompanied by same-page notes and
glossaries. Particular attention has been paid to the design of the book to ensure that
this first new edition of the twenty-first century is both attractive and approachable.
Although he is considered to be the world's greatest dramatist, Shakespeare seems to
have escaped the detection of thinkers on politics and the philosophic tradition of
thought on man. Shakespeare's 'King Lear' with 'The Tempest' is Mark McDonald's
inquiry into the political philosophy of William Shakespeare through a reading of King
Lear with reference to The Tempest. McDonald follows an argument connecting King
Lear to the question of natural right and to changes in the orders of the western world at
the beginnings of modernity.
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STUDENT'S GUIDE: THE TEMPEST: The Tempest - A William Shakespeare Play, with
Study Guide *A Student's Guide *Full study materials and discussion *Key scenes,
quotes and study questions *Plus original text Full play with Student's Guide, from the
Literature Unpacked series. Make sense of William Shakespeare's classic play with full
study notes, including characters, plot, themes, key scenes, important quotes and
suggested study questions. Unpack the complexities of Shakespeare with the
accompanying text to this play - ideal for students and scholars of all ages.
To Make Shakespeare Comprehensible To The Eager Student Is A Challenging Task
And This Is What The Present Work Sets Out To Do. It Provides The Reader With The
Life And Short Notes On The Works Of Shakespeare As Well As His Socio-Political
And Literary Background. A Scene-Wise Critical Summary Of The Tempest Is Given So
As To Make The Reader Familiar With The Play. Numerous Quotations Have Been
Given From The Text That Enable The Reader To Have An Acquaintance With
Shakespeare S Poetry. There Are Analyses Of The Different Dramatic Elements
Accompanied With The Views Of Renowned Critics, And This Makes The Book
Valuable To The Teacher As Well As The Student Of English Literature. Along With
Recent Critical Views, The Classical Theories Also Have Been Explained, Together
With A Lucid Exposition Of Elizabethan Dramatic Conventions. A Select Bibliography
And Index Completes The Book.
"A truly fun, emotional, and sometimes magical first experience . . . guided by a
sagacious, knowledgeable, and intuitive educator."--Library
Seminar paper from the year 2012 in the subject English Language and Literature
Studies - Literature, grade: B, University of Hildesheim (Linguistics), course: Linguistics
and Intercultural Communication, language: English, abstract: The following term paper
deals with the analysis of the names of the characters' in Shakespeare's "The
Tempest", which was probably written between 1610 and 1611. The play is set on an
island, where Prospero, a magician and the former Duke of Milan, and his daughter
Miranda, watch a ship wreck. The shipwrecked make it ashore, among whom are
Antonio, Prospero ?s brother, Alonso, King of Naples, his son Ferdinand, the King ?s
brother Sebastian, the steward Stephano, the jester Trinculo, lord Gonzalo and the
minor lords Adrian and Francisco. I assume that Shakespeare chose all the names in
the play on purpose, because the names fit characteristically the personality of the
characters. In this paper I am first going to give a short biography of the writer, following
with a plot overview of the play and the description of the characters. Then I am going
to give an insight on the origin and the meaning of the names in the play and analyze
the reasons, why Shakespeare chose exactly those names.
The Tempest: Critical Essays traces the history of Shakespeare's controversial late
romance from its early reception (and adaptation) in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries to the present. The volume reprints influential criticism, and it also offers eight
originalessays which study The Tempest from a variety of contemporary perspectives,
including cultural materialism, feminism, deconstruction, performance theory, and
postcolonial studies. Unlike recent anthologies about The Tempest which reprint
contemporary articles along with a few new essays, this volume contains a mixture of
old and new materials pertaining to the play's use in the theater and in literary history.
The Tempest is one of Shakespeare's later plays and can be classified as a romance.
While it is an enjoyable fairy tale of sorts, complete with good and bad, uncomplicated
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love and miraculous incidents, the play also incorporates many of the playwright's
common themes, such as the reconciliation of families that endure hardship. "The
CliffsComplete The Tempest" is a revised and expanded study edition. It contains
Shakespeare's original play, a glossary, and expert commentary in a unique, 2-column
format. To enhance your learning, notes and definitions appear directly opposite the
line in which they occur, and a review section follows the play. This edition also
introduces you to the life, works, and times of William Shakespeare.
shakespeare's stories.
Contains the texts of Shakespeare's romances.
Putting romance onstage, The Tempest gives us a magician, Prospero, a former duke
of Milan who was displaced by his treacherous brother, Antonio. Prospero is exiled on
an island, where his only companions are his daughter, Miranda, the spirit Ariel, and the
monster Caliban. When his enemies are among those caught in a storm near the
island, Prospero turns his power upon them through Ariel and other spirits. The
characters exceed the roles of villains and heroes. Prospero seems heroic, yet he
enslaves Caliban and has an appetite for revenge. Caliban seems to be a monster for
attacking Miranda, but appears heroic in resisting Prospero, evoking the period of
colonialism during which the play was written. Miranda's engagement to Ferdinand, the
Prince of Naples and a member of the shipwrecked party, helps resolve the drama. The
authoritative edition of The Tempest from The Folger Shakespeare Library, the trusted
and widely used Shakespeare series for students and general readers, is now available
as an eBook. Features include: · The exact text of the printed book for easy crossreference · Hundreds of hypertext links for instant navigation · Freshly edited text based
on the best early printed version of the play · Full explanatory notes conveniently placed
on pages facing the text of the play · Scene-by-scene plot summaries · A key to famous
lines and phrases · An introduction to reading Shakespeare’s language · Illustrations
from the Folger Shakespeare Library’s vast holdings of rare books · An essay by a
leading Shakespeare scholar providing a modern perspective on the play
Believed to have been written between 1610 and 1611, "The Tempest" is likely the last
play written solely by Shakespeare. The story concerns the Magician Prospero, the
rightful Duke of Milan, and his daughter, Miranda, who have been stranded on an island
by Prospero's jealous brother Antonio. The plot of "The Tempest" itself is however of
less importance than in Shakespeare's other works. Supernatural elements are
introduced with great freedom, and the dramatist's interest was clearly not in the
reproduction of lifelike events. The presentation of character and the attractive picturing
of the beauty of magnanimity and forgiveness are the things which, along with its
delightful poetry, make the charm of this play. It is not to be wondered at that readers
have frequently been led to find in the figure of the great magician, laying aside his
robes and wonder-working rod in a spirit of love and peace toward all men, a symbol of
the dramatist himself at the close of his great career; and it is surely legitimate to play
with this idea without assuming that Shakespeare consciously embodied it. One can
hardly conceive a more fitting epilogue to the volume which is the crown of the world's
dramatic literature than the romance of "The Tempest." This edition is printed on
premium acid-free paper, is annotated by Henry N. Hudson, and includes an
introduction by Charles Harold Herford.
A Study Guide for William Shakespeare's "The Tempest," excerpted from Gale's
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acclaimed Shakespeare for Students.This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions
for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Shakespeare for
Students for all of your research needs.
Originally published: London: Hutchinson, 1985.
For years, Prospero, sorcerer and overthrown Duke of Milan, and his daughter,
Miranda, have been marooned on an island of magic, both good and evil. When a ship
carrying his usurping brother sails within the realm of his power, Prospero unleashes a
storm that leaves the crew washed ashore, separated, and vulnerable to his
enchantments--and open to forgiveness, repentance, and love. Given its themes of
reconciliation and closure, and its references to the dissolution of "the great globe," this
tragicomedy of illusion and the supernatural is believed by some critics to be
Shakespeare's spellbinding farewell to the stage. AmazonClassics brings you timeless
works from the masters of storytelling. Ideal for anyone who wants to read a great work
for the first time or rediscover an old favorite, these new editions open the door to
literature's most unforgettable characters and beloved worlds. Revised edition:
Previously published as The Tempest, this edition of The Tempest (AmazonClassics
Edition) includes editorial revisions.
The Tempest is one of Shakespeare's most popular plays, both in the classroom and in
the theatre, and this revision brings the Arden 3 edition right up-to-date. A completely
new section of the introduction discusses new thinking about Shakespeare's sources
for the play and examines his treatment of colonial themes, as well as covering key
productions since this edition was first published in 1999. Alden and Virginia Vaughan's
edition of The Tempest is much valued for its authority and originality and their revision
brings it up-to-date, making it even more relevant and useful to studetns and theatre
practitioners.
35 reproducible exercises in each guide reinforce basic reading and comprehension
skills as they teach higher order critical thinking skills and literary appreciation.
Teaching suggestions, background notes, act-by-act summaries, and answer keys
included.
A simplified prose retelling of Shakespeare's play about the exiled Duke of Milan who
uses his magical powers to confront his enemies on an enchanted island.
Discover the Bard's dazzling play about magic, revenge, and forgiveness, reimagined
by Shakespeare's Globe as a gorgeously illustrated picture book for children. I told him
that if I were a mortal, I would forgive them. Ariel is a spirit of the air who can fly, ride on
clouds, and glow bright as fire. When his master, the magician Prospero, is overthrown
by his brother as the Duke of Milan, Ariel joins Prospero and his baby daughter on a
journey that will bring them to a beautiful island ruled by the monstrous Caliban -- and
to a series of events that lead to a vengeful storm, confounding spells, true romance,
and a master who is persuaded to give his transgressors a second chance. Narrated
from Ariel's perspective, the story is told in language that is true to the original play but
accessible to all. With exquisite illustrations by acclaimed artist Jane Ray, this
captivating retelling is a magical way to introduce children to one of the best-loved
works of the world's greatest playwright.
The Tempest is a popular text for study by secondary students the world over. This edition
includes illustrations, preliminary notes, reading lists (including websites) and classroom notes.
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In the CliffsComplete guides, the play's complete text and a glossary appear side-by-side with
coordinating numbered lines to help you understand unusual words and phrasing. You'll also
find all the commentary and resources of a standard CliffsNotes for Literature. CliffsComplete
The Tempest tells the famous story of Prospero and his daughter Miranda. Through magic,
Prospero has conjured up a storm that brings a ship full of his enemies to the island on which
he and Miranda live. What follows is Shakespeare's comic masterpiece that's full of intrigue
and romance. Discover what happens to Prospero and Miranda — and save valuable studying
time — all at once. Enhance your reading of The Tempest with these additional features: A
summary and insightful commentary for each act Bibliography and historical background on
the author, William Shakespeare A look at the historical context and structure of the play
Discussions on the plays symbols and themes A character map that graphically illustrates the
relationships among the characters Review questions, a quiz, discussion topics (essay
questions), activity ideas A Resource Center full of books, articles, films, and Internet sites
Streamline your literature study with all-in-one help from CliffsComplete guides!
This wonderful presentation of Shakespeare's The Tempest features the play's original lines on
each left-hand page, and a modern, easy-to-understand "translation" on the facing right-hand
page. This invaluable teaching-study guide also includes: Helpful background information that
puts the play in its historical perspective Discussion questions that teachers can use to spark
student class participation, and which students can use as springboards for their own themes
and term papers Fact quizzes, sample examinations, and other features that improve student
comprehension of what the play is about
Seminar paper from the year 2007 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 2,
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, course: Oberseminar Theories of American Studies, 4
entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: Postcolonial theory results from a
network of political and cultural tensions between colonizers and colonized. This approach will
de-construct Eurocentrism showing that European values and standards are not universal.
Highlighting that the same historical event can be interpreted in radically different ways
depending on perspective, norms and values, accepted values will be destabilized and marked
as constructs. Further, this paper will question the reasons given for colonialism and
deconstructs them in order to reveal the economic or political interests they are based on. I will
critically examine the representations of Caliban's culture in Western discourse. In The
Tempest, cultural ideology provides the ideological network for the colonial endeavours which
could be theorized as bringing progress to an archaic world. A striking example for the strategy
deconstructing "othering" is revealed in Chapter 1 where Caliban is presented as a completely
inhuman being revealing strong racism. Therefore, Shakespeare implicitly legitimizes the
colonial endeavor, because people like Caliban deprived of full humanity can be regarded as
people without history, culture and they have therefore no logical claim to sovereignty.
Shakespeare also produces a symptomatic reading of western discourse by psychoanalyzing
to reveal western fear of the "other."
The Tempest is set on a remote island, where Prospero, the rightful Duke of Milan, plots to
restore his daughter Miranda to her rightful place using illusion and skillful manipulation. He
conjures up a storm, the eponymous tempest, to lure his usurping brother Antonio and the
complicit King Alonso of Naples to the island. There, his machinations bring about the
revelation of Antonio's lowly nature, the redemption of the King, and the marriage of Miranda to
Alonso's son, Ferdinand.
Enter PROSPERO and MIRANDA.MIRANDA.If by your art, my dearest father, you havePut the
wild waters in this roar, allay them.The sky, it seems, would pour down stinking pitch, But that
the sea, mounting to th' welkin's cheek, Dashes the fire out. O! I have sufferedWith those that I
saw suffer! A brave vessel, Who had, no doubt, some noble creature in her, Dash'd all to
pieces. O, the cry did knockAgainst my very heart. Poor souls, they perish'd.Had I been any
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god of power, I wouldHave sunk the sea within the earth, or ereIt should the good ship so have
swallow'd andThe fraughting souls within her.PROSPERO.Be collected: No more amazement:
tell your piteous heartThere's no harm done.MIRANDA.O, woe the day!PROSPERO.No harm.I
have done nothing but in care of thee, Of thee, my dear one, thee, my daughter, whoArt
ignorant of what thou art, nought knowingOf whence I am, nor that I am more betterThan
Prospero, master of a full poor cell, And thy no greater father.MIRANDA.More to knowDid
never meddle with my th
REA's MAXnotes for William Shakespeare's The Tempest The MAXnotes offers a
comprehensive summary and analysis of The Tempest and a biography of William
Shakespeare. Places the events of the play in historical context and discusses each act in
detail. Includes study questions and answers along with topics for papers and sample outlines.
A script to be acted or read out aloud by eight to 14 year olds; a Shakespearean play that has
been adapted into an 80 minute performance with or without music, keeping the important
speeches virtually intact.
Designed for "teaching the conflicts," this critical edition of Shakespeare’s The Tempest
reprints the authoritative Bevington text of the play along with 21 selections representing major
critical and cultural controversies surrounding the work. The distinctive editorial material helps
readers grapple not only with the play’s critical issues but also with cultural debates about
literature itself. The second edition includes four new readings, revised headnotes that more
helpfully contextualize the critical essays, a portfolio of visual representations of Caliban, and
an appendix on writing about critical controversies and The Tempest.
With Miranda in Milan, debut author Katharine Duckett reimagines the consequences of
Shakespeare’s The Tempest, casting Miranda into a Milanese pit of vipers and building a
queer love story that lifts off the page in whirlwinds of feeling. After the tempest, after the
reunion, after her father drowned his books, Miranda was meant to enter a brave new world.
Naples awaited her, and Ferdinand, and a throne. Instead she finds herself in Milan, in her
father’s castle, surrounded by hostile servants who treat her like a ghost. Whispers cling to her
like spiderwebs, whispers that carry her dead mother’s name. And though he promised to give
away his power, Milan is once again contorting around Prospero’s dark arts. With only
Dorothea, her sole companion and confidant to aid her, Miranda must cut through the mystery
and find the truth about her father, her mother, and herself. “Love and lust, mothers and
monsters, magicians and masked balls, all delivered with Shakespearean panache.” —Nicola
Griffith, author of Hild “Miranda in Milan is somehow both utterly charming and perfectly
sinister, and altogether delightful. A pleasure for any lover of romance, myth, and
magic—whether or not they're fans of the Bard.” —Cherie Priest, author of Boneshaker and I Am
Princess X At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Performed variously as escapist fantasy, celebratory fiction, and political allegory, The
Tempest is one of the plays in which Shakespeare's genius as a poetic dramatist found its
fullest expression. Significantly, it was placed first when published in the First Folio of 1623,
and is now generally seen as the playwright's most penetrating statement about his art.
Stephen Orgel's wide-ranging introduction examines changing attitudes to The Tempest, and
reassesses the evidence behind the various readings. He focuses on key characters and their
roles and relationships, as well as on the dramatic, historical, and political context, finding the
play to be both more open and more historically determined than traditional views have
allowed.
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